Coal Creek Canyon Work
Site Application 2019

Return application to:
sawsandslaws@gmail.com
or mail to:
Saws & Slaws
PO Box 7353
Golden, CO. 80403

The value of Saws & Slaws services far exceeds the costs. Please see the Hosting An Event flyer that outlines
the responsibilities and expenses involved with hosting a Saws and Slaws event.
Name:___________________________________

Phone:____________________________________

Email:___________________________________

Site/Neighborhood:__________________________

1) Are you interested in being the leader to host a Saws & Slaws event in your immediate neighborhood?
Yes.

No, but my neighborhood is interested.

2) Do you have 2 -- 3 neighbors that are interested in participating, that have work that needs to be done, or to
volunteer? Yes.

No.

If yes, please list neighbors that are interested in participating, including what their interest is:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3) Have you had a site review from a forestry expert? Do you have a plan for what work needs to be done?
Yes.

Not yet.

If yes, who did the review? ______________________________________________________________
If yes, what type of work needs to be done? i.e. felling trees, limbing trees, slash collection and removal, weed
removal, other fire mitigating work (gutter/under deck cleaning, moving woodpile, raking, etc.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
4) If the work involves trees, will you want any of the wood for firewood?
Yes.

No, it can go to any other canyon family that needs it.

5) Are you amenable to us bringing in a chipper to granulate the slash generated by the work? The chips can
be spread or it can be piled for landscape distribution.
Yes.

No, we’ll take care of the slash by:

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
6) Are you and your neighbors willing and/or able to pay for a site review, hauling and/or the chipping?
Yes,

Some of it.

No, we need help.

7) Are you and your neighbors willing to recruit volunteers to your event specifically?
Yes.

No, we need help

8) Do you have a site for the lunch?
Yes.

No, still working on where lunch would be.

Please write any special
instructions, notes or
comments on the back.

